Volunteer Spotlight – Kyla
Kyla first found Soft Landings when she applied to adopt. She adopted Vicki, but that did not
end the relationship she began by applying. She is caring, hard working, and a valued volunteer
and friend!
Here is what Kyla has to say about her time with Soft Landings.
I absolutely adore and admire everything about SLPR and everything about Lisa, the woman
behind SLPR!
As a volunteer I have found myself doing a wide variety of tasks to help out...
Like searching day and night for lost parrots with their owners (who contact the rescue for help
getting their babies back home safe and sound),
And going round and round up and down tall buildings, parking structures etc with another
volunteer and building security to help retrieve a lost cockatoo...
Or using floodlights and the calls of my own SLPR alum Macaw (Vikki) to help retrieve a lost
Macaw...
Hosting nail trimming parties for adopters and volunteers so we can support and help each
other with the birds' routine care,
Or putting together cages and helping educate staff for the local shelters when they find
themselves with parrots in their care without the proper cages or know-how,
Or combing through adoption applications and providing feedback for educational
opportunities for applicants as needed as a member of the SLPR adoption committee,
Helping out with the everyday care of the birds at the rescue such as feeding cleaning watering
and singing silly songs with the musically inclined birds to provide them with some extra
entertainment
Helping at events when giving educational/Q&A chats just talking with people, handing out info
packets, and encouraging a love and understanding of these birds with younger generations,
Or just helping in the transportation of new rescue intakes so they can get to where they need
to be...be it a veterinarian, a foster, or to quarantine at the rescue.
I hope if you are thinking about volunteering with any rescue that you take away from this that
there are sooo many ways people can help out, experienced or not, behind the scenes or out in
front, directly with animals or on the computer, etc....and that the only way rescues can help as
many animals as they possibly can is with a lot of help from volunteers!
As always, no matter the species, adopt...never shop!
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***When you have all the treats and the rainbow jungle chickens know it!

